Good afternoon,

I need to request you update your profile at Epik with a correct phone number.

Also this needs to come down: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

It encourages hatred, and ultimately stimulates violence and more separation and division. It does not achieve your objectives, nor does it reflect the promise of transparency and ultimate reconciliation that you would reportedly hold faith for. If you want to expose true corruption, let it be seen in the light of absolute love, so it is forced to recoil at its own reflection. Fighting it with hate achieves nothing. Plus you would be ultimately be found unworthy of living in the same world that your current pedestal and standards would demand from others.

It is not faithful, it is not spiritually sound, and maybe most importantly: your hate and vitriol ends up just effectively giving those who abuse power more cover. I’d invite you to make some decisions. We support free speech, but you are crossing over into something else here.

Stay optimistic and positive that you have a God who loves you, and that by casting aside all hate, judgement, resentment, anger and disappointment, that another world is truly possible. You have no idea how much you are loved, or for that matter, what you are binding and loosing in your own room with your perceptions and the added contributions to negatively shifting polarities. One day you will stand upon a mountain, and discover of all the demons you created for yourself.

Thank you for your compliance, and please let me know if you have any questions.

Respectfully yours,